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Contracted By:________________________________ Fishing Date:____________________

Address:______________________________________________________________________

Phone Number:________________________ Departure Date: ________________________

Charter Type:________________

Mission Statement: 3 Amigo’s Sportfishing is dedicated to providing clients with a safe,
exhilarating , productive charter experience.  3 Amigo’s Sportfishing will never discriminate
against anyone, regardless of race, nationality, age, gender, or sexual preference.  We are
passionate about fishing and we look forward to sharing it with you and our goal is for you to
have fun and enjoy your time on the water.

On board the “3 Amigo’s” you will have a captain that is experienced in traversing the seas as well
as finding the fish that we are targeting. In addition to being able to run the cockpit for the day
of fishing, your mate will be familiar with safety procedures and work hard to ensure your
comfort.  3 Amigo Sportfishing welcomes anglers to be as “hands on” as they would like to be.  If
you’d like to watch how we rig and familiarize yourself with some of our tactics we’d enjoy
showing you.  If you’d like to “ga�f” a fish we’ll let you! Questions are encouraged!

Agreement for charter clients and 3 Amigo’s Sportfishing

Liability Agreement: We, the undersigned, fully understand that we are boarding a charter
fishing vessel to fish in open water.  I understand and assume the risks and hazards associated
with inshore and o�fshore fishing.  �ese risks and hazards include, but are not limited to, the
following:

Sun, rain, lightning, sea spray, and any other weather conditions; sea sickness; pitching and
rolling; slippery and wet decks; injuries, internal or external, from: boarding and disembarking
the vessel; fish, fishing, fishing tackle, and gear; and the unintentional conduct of any other
persons on the boat.

I understand and agree that I will not hold the Captain, Crew, or Corporation liable for risks and
hazards associated with inshore or o�fshore fishing, and I expressly release them from all such
risks and hazards.  Moreover, I am not in possession of any illegal substances, and I release the
Captain, Crew, and Corporation from any liability whatsoever for any illegal actions taken by
myself on the vessel.

INITIALS OF PARTY REPRESENTATIVE: ________
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What IS included in your charter: your charter will include all the gear, bait, fuel, and ice
necessary to supply your day of fishing. Clients are more than welcome to bring their own gear
if they’d like. Except for small food/drink coolers, clients should leave coolers for their catch in
their vehicles.  Typically we are able to supply ice following our return.

What is NOT included: Beverages and food are not supplied. We always have a case of water on
board, however this is typically reserved for emergency use.  If bringing sandwiches, we suggest
you place them in ziplock bags to ensure dryness.

Sea sickness: Sea sickness can occur to anyone, we suggest that anyone who has even the
slightest concern about being seasick takes an over the counter motion sickness medicine prior
to departure. It’s cheap insurance to make sure you have the most enjoyable day on the water.  In
the event that you become sick, the front of the boat has plenty of room to stretch out and has a
cushioned deck.

Alcohol/Drugs: Beer is permitted on the trip. No liquor, please.  Beer MUST be cans, NO bottles
are permitted per Coast Guard regulations.  Please limit your alcohol consumption.  We believe
100% in being safe and responsible on the water. Your Captain and mate will never have so much
as a drop of alcohol on your trip. Absolutely NO DRUGS of ANY sort! �e last thing I want is to
cut the trip short and call the Coast Guard for them to meet you at the dock. Any trips cut short
from alcohol or drugs will not be issued a refund.

Cancelation Policy: Cancelations can be made, with no penalty, up to 15 days prior to the
scheduled day of your trip. Your deposit money will be refunded or placed toward a rescheduled
trip, whichever you request.  Cancellations made between 14 and 8 days of scheduled trip will be
subject to 50% forfeit of deposit if trip is not rescheduled to another date.  Cancellations made
within 7 days of scheduled trip will result in a 100% forfeit of deposit if the day cannot be booked
to another party. If it is booked, you may use your deposit for a future trip.  No shows on the
scheduled charter date will result in 100% forfeit of deposit.

Weather and Seas: �e Captain is constantly following current weather/sea conditions and
future forecasting.  If the Captain deems seas not conducive to safe fishing conditions, the
Captain may cancel the trip. If the Captain cancels the trip, you will be issued a refund of your
deposit or credit toward a future booking, whichever you prefer.  In many instances we will
contact our client prior to a trip to bring you up to speed on conditions. If the client opts to
cancel due to seas that may prove uncomfortable, your deposit can be applied to a future trip.

INITIALS OF PARTY REPRESENTATIVE: ________
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Tackle, gear, and equipement: �ousands of dollars in top of the line equipment is invested to
make your experience productive and enjoyable.  We ask that you take care in handling our gear.
�e Captain and crew will be there to help keep things problem free and educate you in proper
handling. In the event that a passenger proves negligent in the handling of gear and
breaks/loses something you agree to pay the replacement cost of such gear. �is would be a rare
occurrence but a couple examples would be dropping something overboard or throwing
something on the deck or stepping on it, causing breakage.

Make-Up Trips: Make-up trips are o�fered on a per person basis which each individual pays a
�lat rate of $300.00 per person for a 12 hour o�fshore trip.  Trip fare is to be paid in full at the
time of the booking.

Mate/Tips: Your mate is working for your tip.  He/she will be working hard throughout the day.
�is is “fishing”. Some days are better than others regarding our catch.  Please base your tip on
the work that the mate put in to catch fish as some days we’ll limit out and some days we won’t.
20% of the trip cost is customary for tipping.

Fish cleaning: �ere is a top notch cleaning service and “Hook ‘em & Cook ‘em” at Indian River.
Upon return to port if you would like your fish cleaned for you, they will be happy to do it. We
can pull the boat up directly to them where we will unload your catch.  �e cost isn’t much and it
is customary to tip the person the cleans the fish. Should you wish to take your catch home to
clean, we will gladly help load your coolers in to your vehicles.

INITIALS OF PARTY REPRESENTATIVE: ________
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Rate Sheet:

Inshore 5hr Charter (Flounder, Sea Bass, Bluefish, Croaker, Tog,
Rockfish) 6 person max

$645

Inshore 8hr Charter (Flounder, Sea Bass, Bluefish, Croaker, Tog,
Rockfish) 6 person max

$1050

O�fshore 12hr Chunk / Troll (Tuna, Mahi, Wahoo, Billfish, Tilefish) 6
person max

$1850

O�fshore 16hr Big Eye Tuna Special  6 person max $2150

Prices are based upon current fuel costs. Charters can be subject to a 10% maximum fuel surcharge if fuel prices significantly increase.

DEPOSIT AND CHARTER AGREEMENT IS TO BE SENT TO:

3 Amigos Sportfishing LLC - Kevin Denison

733 Crossan Rd

Newark, De 19711

(OR)

Deposit and Charter Agreement can be signed and scanned electronically to
3amigossportfishing@gmail.com

Deposit can be sent via PayPal

(enquire for PayPal payment information)

�ank you for choosing to book your charter with the “3 Amigos Sportfishing LLC”.  A 25%
deposit is due with your booking. By signing below, you are agreeing to all the terms listed
above.  You are considered the representative for your party and responsible for conveying above
information to your party.

mailto:3amigossportfishing@gmail.com
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Payments can be made: Checks and electronic payment are accepted for deposit only please.
�e balance in cash the day of the trip is appreciated.

of chartered date.

Questions or concerns can be answered via phone or email.

Captain Kevin (302) 293-9928

3amigossportfishing@gmail.com

SIGNATURE OF PARTY REPRESENTATIVE:

(1)  Name: __________________________________   Date:  ______________

Signature:  ________________________________

mailto:3amigossportfishing@gmail.com

